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et's go surfin.' now, 
everybody's learnitt' how, 
come on a safari with me..." 

Oh, how we Americans love the beach! Sand, sun 
and seashells ... soft cones and skimpy swimsuits 
... there's something at the shore for almost anyone 
who needs a little getaway time. Our love affair 
with the sea permeates everything from our 
living -room wall art to the local cinema screens. 

Who hasn't watched From Here to Eternity with
out secretly wishing they were Burt Lancaster and 
Deborah Kerr locked in a torrid Hawaiian tryst? 
And who wasn't rooting for Frankie and Annette in 
those ubiquitous «beach party" flicks of the '60s, as 

~ they flirted, schemed and bopped to a surf-music 
z_ soundtrack? 
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But while those beach parties looked like loads of 
sun-splashed fun, what viewers seldom realized 
was that in order to meet release schedules, most of 
them had to be filmed during the winter months, 
when not many people really felt like frolicking in a 
swimsuit, much less the water, even in Malibu! 

And speaking of swimsuits, it's impossible to talk 
about beach culture without mentioning the 
equally important beach-fried couture. French 
engineer Louis Reard, anticipating the impact his 
"30 square inches of fabric connected by a string" 
would produce after its 1946 Paris debut, named it 
after a nuclear weapon test site - Bikini. It was a 
long way from the smock-like bathing gowns with 
rubber shoes and dark stockings, or corset-style 
one-pieces, and as millions of grateful men will 
attest, seaside fashion has never been the same. 



TOP LEFT: Deborah Kerr and Burt Lancaster in From Here to 
Eternity (1953) . TOP RIGHT: Sunbathing at Coney Island, 
1950. CENTER LEFT: The Endless Summer movie poster art, 
1966. CENTER RIGHT:1950s beach wear. BOTTOM: Annette 
Funlcello and Frankie Avalon in Beach Party (1963) . 

But while the beach usually is a 

place of fun and relaxation, author 

Peter Benchley proved that it 

sometimes could be a source of 

danger. Everyone knows someone 

who's been afraid to go much 

farther than ankle-deep in the 

water after that great white shark 

terrorized Amity Island swim

mers in Steven Spielberg's Jaws. 

Of course, the ultimate beach 

adventure movie is Bruce Brown's 

1966 surfing documentary, The 

Endless Summer. Brown follows 

two young surfers as they travel to 

beaches around the world search

ing for the perfect wave. They're 

chasing a dream, of course - the 

next wave on the next beach is 

surely the perfect wave - but 

then there's something perma

nently dream-like about every 

summer day at the beach. 

As long as there's a beach, it 
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will be filled all summer long ~ 

with devotees of varying stripes, Z 
o 

flying kites and girl-watching, 5: 
~ 
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collecting shells or surf-fishing, ~ 

t::! . 
:=lspiking volleyballs or catching ro 

•
waves. The air will be filled with Q: 
the scent of coconut oil, the ,Ul 

sound of a radio playing "Good ?5 
Vibrations" and someone far off, 01 

•almost lost in the massed sounds '"C 
II) 

of the collective beach day, is ~ 

crying, "Surf's up!" .... N 


